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Description

Title of Invention: TIDAL POWER GENERATION SYSTEM
[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a tidal power generation system of a double effect
generation type which can generate electric power without converting a rotating
direction of a hydraulic turbine, by opening and closing a sluice gate.

Background Art

Tidal power generation is adapted to convert potential energy to kinetic energy using
a change in sea level during the ebb and flow to produce electric energy.
That is, as the tide becomes higher from the ebb tide to the high tide, the sea level
also gradually becomes higher while the tide horizontally moves toward the coast.
Then, in a tidal power generation system, a hydraulic turbine is installed in an inflow
direction of the tide to be rotated by the tide and an electric generator is driven by a
rotating force of the hydraulic turbine to produce electricity. As long as the earth and
the moon exist, the tide is always horizontally moved uniformly, so many studies on
tidal power which is a next-generation energy source are conducted.
Tidal power generations are classified into a single pool type and a double pool type
according to the number of lakes and are also classified into a single effect type and a
double effect type according to the number of used flow directions of the sea.
The single pool type tidal power generation uses a difference between levels of the
sea and a single lake, and the double pool type tidal power generation uses a difference
between levels of two lakes when the two lakes can be created, considering topography.
In the Rance tidal power plant of France, which is a representative example of a tidal
power plant, all of a single effect type tidal power generation, a pumping-up power
generation, or a double effect type tidal power generation are possible.
The single effect type tidal power generation uses a unidirectional flow from the
open sea to a lake or from a lake to the open sea, and in the pumping-up power
generation, water is pumped up to a lake using residual power at night and is
discharged to generate electricity during the day.
The double effect type tidal power generation uses a difference between levels of the
open sea and a lake generated during a rising tide and an ebb tide to generate electricity
in a bidirectional way. In this method, power is generated when the tide starts to move
from the open sea to the lake and the sluice gate is closed when the levels of the open
sea and the lake become the same. Subsequently, if a level of the lake becomes higher
than that of the open sea, the sluice gate is opened again and the hydraulic turbine is

2

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

reversely rotated to generate electricity.
Since the hydraulic turbine of the Rance tidal power plant generates electric power in
a bidirectional way, its structure is more complex than that of a single effect type
hydraulic turbine. In particular, the double effect type tidal power generation may be
applied to an area whose tidal range is very large because electric power is generated
again when a level of the lake becomes higher than that of the open sea. Thus, it is
rather difficult to apply the double effect type tidal power generation to the Korean topography.
Since the double effect type power generation corresponds to power generation of
twice using a difference between water levels of the open sea and a lake, the difference
between water levels of the open sea and a lake may be low as compared with the
single effect type power generation, reducing an amount of generated power. Thus, the
number of hydraulic turbines needs to be doubled in order to maintain the same
amount of generated power as that of the single effect type power generation of twice.
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the Shihwa Tidal power plant employs a single effect type
by which electric power can be generated using a difference between water levels of
the open sea and the lake when the tide flows in, and when the tide flows out, electric
power is not generated and the water in the lake is discharged to the open sea.
Since the single effect type power generation is possible only when the tide flows in,
the use efficiency thereof is low and power cannot be smoothly supplied at a desired
time. Further, an amount of generated power cannot be arbitrarily regulated. Furthermore, the yearly change in water levels due to the tide of Yellow Sea of Korea is
not uniform, making it difficult to make an amount of generated power constant.

Disclosure of Invention
Technical Problem

The present invention provides a tidal power generation system which can generate
electric power without converting a rotating direction of a hydraulic turbine, by
opening and closing a sluice gate. That is, the present invention provides a tidal power
generation system which can continuously generate electric power bi-directionally
using a unidirectional hydraulic turbine facility.
Also, the present invention provides a tidal power generation system which performs
double effect type power generation without being influenced by a change of seawater
(i.e. a change in water levels due to high tide and ebb).

Solution to Problem

The inventors realized that double effect type power generation can be performed
only with a unidirectional hydraulic turbine facility by properly opening and closing
four sluice gates installed in three reservoirs.
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[16]

[17]

[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

Accordingly, the present invention provides a tidal power generation system
including: a first reservoir equipped with first and second sluice gates; a second
reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and equipped with third and fourth
sluice gates; a third reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and the second
reservoir and to which the second sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate are connected;
and a power generation facility installed between the first reservoir and the second
reservoir such that a hydraulic turbine is rotated while water in the first reservoir is
discharged to the second reservoir, and configured to generate electricity while the
hydraulic turbine is rotated, wherein electric power is generated continuously during
opening/closing operations of the first and second sluice gates and the third and fourth
sluice gates.
The first sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate may be simultaneously opened and
closed and the second sluice gate and the third sluice gate may be simultaneously
opened and closed, and the first sluice gate and the second sluice gate may be alternately opened and closed, whereby electric power is generated continuously.
The first sluice gate and the second sluice gate of the first reservoir may be installed
opposite to each other.
The third sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate of the second reservoir may be
installed opposite to each other.
The first sluice gate and the third sluice gate may be installed in a same direction.
Seawater of the open sea may be introduced and discharged through the first sluice
gate and the third sluice gate.
The first sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate may be opened and the second sluice
gate and the third sluice gate may be closed, such that seawater is introduced through
the first sluice gate, passes through the power generation facility and the fourth sluice
gate, and is stored in the third reservoir.
The first sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate may be closed and the second sluice
gate and the third sluice gate may be opened, such that seawater stored in the third
reservoir is introduced through the second sluice gate and passes through the power
generation facility and the third sluice gate to be discharged.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

According to the present invention, double effect type power generation can be
performed by continuously operating a power generation facility even at a marginal
time other than high tide and ebb using a hydraulic turbine rotating in a single
direction.
Further, since the double effect type power generation is possible so that a difference
between water levels of reservoirs can be controlled, an amount of generated power
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[26]

[27]

[28]
[29]
[30]

[31]

[32]

[33]
[34]

[35]

[36]

and a power generation time can be easily regulated.
Furthermore, since the double effect type power generation can be performed by a
hydraulic turbine rotating in a single direction, more electric power can be generated as
compared with a case of using a same number of hydraulic turbines in the conventional
double effect type power generation.

Brief Description of Drawings

The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will be
more apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a concept view illustrating a power generation principle of a conventional
tidal power plant of Shihwa Lake of Korea;
FIGS. 2 and 3 are plan views of a tidal power generation system according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIGS. 4 to 6 illustrate construction states of the tidal power generation system
according to the embodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

The present invention provides a tidal power generation system including: a first
reservoir equipped with first and second sluice gates; a second reservoir installed
adjacent to the first reservoir and equipped with third and fourth sluice gates; a third
reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and the second reservoir and to which
the second sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate are connected; and a power generation
facility installed between the first reservoir and the second reservoir such that a
hydraulic turbine is rotated while water in the first reservoir is discharged to the second
reservoir, and configured to generate electricity while the hydraulic turbine is rotated.
Electric power is generated continuously during opening/closing operations of the
first and second sluice gates and the third and fourth sluice gates.

Mode for the Invention

Hereinafter, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention will be described in
detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
FIGS. 2 and 3 are plan views of a tidal power generation system according to an embodiment of the present invention, wherein FIG. 2 illustrates a state where the tide of
the open sea 50 is in and FIG. 3 illustrates a state where the tide of the open sea 50 is
on the ebb.
A first reservoir 10 is equipped with a first sluice gate 11 and a second sluice gate 12.
The first sluice gate 11 and the second sluice gate 12 are preferably installed parallel to
each other.
A second reservoir 20 is installed adjacent to the first reservoir 10.
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[37]

[38]
[39]

[40]
[41]

[42]
[43]

[44]
[45]

[46]

[47]

[48]
[49]

[50]

The second reservoir 20 is equipped with a third sluice gate 21 and a fourth sluice
gate 22. The third sluice gate 21 and the fourth sluice gate 22 are preferably installed in
parallel to each other.
The first sluice gate 11 of the first reservoir 10 and the third sluice gate 21 of the
second reservoir 20 are preferably installed in series on a straight line.
The first sluice gate 11 of the first reservoir 10 and the third sluice gate 21 of the
second reservoir 20 are connected to the open sea 50 so that the seawater can be introduced and discharged through the first sluice gate 11 and the third sluice gate 21.
The second sluice gate 12 of the first reservoir 10 and the fourth sluice gate 22 of the
second reservoir 20 are connected to a third reservoir 30.
In more detail, after electric power is generated while seawater flows from the first
reservoir 10 to the second reservoir 20, the seawater stored in the second reservoir 20
is flowed into the third reservoir 30 through the fourth sluice gate 22. The seawater
stored in the third reservoir 30 is introduced into the first reservoir 10 through the
second sluice gate 12.
The second sluice gate 12 of the first reservoir 10 and the fourth sluice gate 22 of the
second reservoir 20 are preferably installed in series on a straight line.
The sluice gates 11, 12, 21, and 22 may be designed and disposed to allow the
seawater to be introduced and discharged freely, so the present invention is not limited
to them.
The sluice gates 11, 12, 21, and 22 may be opened and closed by using mechanical,
hydraulic, and pneumatic means.
The locations, sizes, intervals, number, and opening/closing methods of the sluice
gates may be suitably selected, considering the topographical features of the power
plant, the amount of generated electric power, etc. Preferably, more than ten sluice
gates may be installed, but the present invention is not limited thereto.
The third reservoir 30 serves as a storage vessel for removing the water stored in the
first reservoir 10 or the second reservoir 20 to perform subsequent tidal power
generation continuously after electric power is generated.
The third reservoir 30 also serves as a water supply for supplying water to the first
reservoir 10 or the second reservoir 20 so that tidal power generation can be performed
continuously even when the seawater of the open sea fails to be supplied.
As illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, the third reservoir 30 may be installed separately.
The third reservoir 30 may be replaced by the remaining lake part left after a seawall
is constructed as in the tidal generation system of FIGS. 4 to 6 and the first reservoir 10
and the second reservoir 20 are installed.
FIGS. 4 to 6 illustrate a construction state of the tidal power generation system where
the sluice gates are disposed respectively. In more detail, the first sluice gate 11 and
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[52]
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[54]

[55]

[56]

[57]

[58]

the second sluice gate 12 are installed in parallel to each other, the third sluice gate 21
and the fourth sluice gate 22 are installed in parallel to each other, and the first sluice
gate 11 and the third sluice gate 21, and the second sluice gate 12 and the fourth sluice
gate 22 are installed in series on straight lines respectively.
FIG. 5 illustrates a construction state where the second sluice gate 12 is installed in a
side wall direction with respect to the first sluice gate 11 and the fourth sluice gate 22
is installed in a side wall direction with respect to the third sluice gate 21, the first
sluice gate 11 and the third sluice gate 21 are installed in series on a straight line, and
the second sluice gate 12 and the fourth sluice gate 22 are installed in parallel to each
other.
FIG. 6 illustrates a construction state where the second sluice gate 12 is installed in a
side wall direction with respect to the first sluice gate 11, the third sluice gate 21 and
the fourth sluice gate 22 are installed in parallel to each other, and the first sluice gate
11 and the third sluice gate 21 are installed in series on a straight line.
The power generation facility 40 is installed between the first reservoir 10 and the
second reservoir 20.
The power generation facility 40 discharges the seawater in the first reservoir 10 to
the second reservoir 20 to rotate the hydraulic turbine, but is not specifically limited as
long as it can generate electric power as rotating energy is converted to electric energy
while the hydraulic turbine is rotated.
The hydraulic turbine of the present invention is rotated only in one flow direction of
water, considering economical aspects such as enhancement of power generation efficiency, power generation management, and maintenance costs. In more detail, the
hydraulic turbine of the present invention is rotated only by the water flowing from the
first reservoir 10 to the second reservoir 20.
The location of the power generation facility, and the intervals and number of the
sluice gates may be regulated, considering a planned amount of generated electric
power. Preferably, ten or more hydraulic turbines may be installed.
In the tidal power generation system of the present invention, the first sluice gate and
the fourth sluice gate are simultaneously opened and closed, the second sluice gate and
the third sluice gate are simultaneously opened and closed, and the first sluice gate and
the second sluice gate are alternately opened and closed, whereby electric power can
be generated continuously. That is, double effect type power generation can be
performed without converting the rotating direction of the hydraulic turbines.
In more detail, as illustrated in FIG. 1, when the tide of the open sea 50 is in, the first
sluice gate 11 of the first reservoir 10 and the fourth sluice of the second reservoir 20
are opened and the second sluice gate 12 of the first reservoir 10 and the third sluice
gate 21 of the second reservoir are closed. In this case, the seawater is introduced
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[59]

[60]

[61]

[62]

through the first sluice gate 11 of the first reservoir 10 to generate electric power by
using the power generation facility 40 and the seawater having passed the fourth sluice
gate 22 of the second reservoir 20 is stored in the third reservoir 30.
As illustrated in FIG. 2, when the open sea 20 is on the ebb, the first sluice gate 11 of
the first reservoir 10 and the fourth sluice gate 22 of the second reservoir 20 are closed
and the second sluice gate 12 of the first reservoir 10 and the third sluice gate 21 of the
second reservoir 20 are opened. In this case, the seawater stored in the third reservoir
30 is introduced through the second sluice gate 12 of the first reservoir 10 to generate
electric power by using the power generation facility 40, and the seawater having
passed the third sluice gate 21 of the second reservoir 20 is discharged to the open sea
50.
The tidal power generation system of the present invention can generate electric
power continuously at least four times per day. When the same topography for power
generation, the same difference in water levels and the same number of hydraulic
turbines as those of Shihwa Lake are maintained, the generated electric power can be
increased at least twice, as compared with approximately 550 million Kw/h corresponding to an amount of electric power which is expected in Shihwa Lake.
Further, since the tidal power generation system of the present invention generates
electric power by using the hydraulic turbines rotating in a single direction and the
reservoirs in a doubly effective manner, a difference between the water levels of the
reservoirs can be controlled. Since a difference between the water levels of the
reservoir can be controlled, when a same number of hydraulic turbines are used, more
electric power can be generated as compared with the conventional double effect type
power generation where a difference between water levels becomes gradually smaller
than at an initial stage.
Although the present invention has been described with reference to the limited
examples and drawings, the present invention is not limited thereto and those skilled in
the art will appreciate that various modifications, additions and substitutions are
possible, without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in
the accompanying claims.
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[Claim 1]

[Claim 2]

[Claim 3]

[Claim 4]

[Claim 5]

[Claim 6]

[Claim 7]

Claims

A tidal power generation system comprising:
a first reservoir equipped with first and second sluice gates;
a second reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and equipped
with third and fourth sluice gates;
a third reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and the second
reservoir and to which the second sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate
are connected; and
a power generation facility installed between the first reservoir and the
second reservoir such that a hydraulic turbine is rotated while water in
the first reservoir is discharged to the second reservoir, and configured
to generate electricity while the hydraulic turbine is rotated,
wherein electric power is generated continuously during opening/
closing operations of the first and second sluice gates and the third and
fourth sluice gates.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the
first sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate are simultaneously opened
and closed and the second sluice gate and the third sluice gate are simultaneously opened and closed, and the first sluice gate and the
second sluice gate are alternately opened and closed, whereby electric
power is generated continuously.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 2, wherein the
first sluice gate and the second sluice gate of the first reservoir are
installed in parallel to each other.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 2, wherein the
third sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate of the second reservoir are
installed in parallel to each other.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 3 or 4, wherein
the first sluice gate and the third sluice gate are installed in series on a
straight line.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 5, wherein
seawater of the open sea is introduced and discharged through the first
sluice gate and the third sluice gate.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the
first sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate are opened and the second
sluice gate and the third sluice gate are closed, such that seawater is introduced through the first sluice gate, passes through the power
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[Claim 8]

generation facility and the fourth sluice gate, and is stored in the third
reservoir.
The tidal power generation system as claimed in claim 6, wherein the
first sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate are closed and the second
sluice gate and the third sluice gate are opened, such that seawater
stored in the third reservoir is introduced through the second sluice gate
and passes through the power generation facility and the third sluice
gate to be discharged.
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Abstract

A tidal power generation system includes: a first reservoir equipped with first and second
sluice gates; a second reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and equipped with third
and fourth sluice gates; a third reservoir installed adjacent to the first reservoir and the second
reservoir and to which the second sluice gate and the fourth sluice gate are connected; and a
power generation facility installed between the first reservoir and the second reservoir such that a
hydraulic turbine is rotated while water in the first reservoir is discharged to the second reservoir,
and configured to generate electricity while the hydraulic turbine is rotated. Electric power is
generated continuously during opening/closing operations of the first and second sluice gates and
the third and fourth sluice gates. Accordingly, since double effect type power generation can be
performed by continuously operating a power generation facility even at a marginal time other
than high tide and ebb tide using a hydraulic turbine rotating in a single direction, an amount of
generated electric power and power generation time can be easily regulated, making it possible to
increase an amount of generated electric power with a same number of hydraulic turbines as
compared with a conventional double effect type power generation.
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